
 

Cincinnati Public Schools 
Remote Learning Plan 

Grade 4 
 

Building _________________ 
Student Name__________________ 

 
Weekly Learning Outcomes: 

● Math Week One: decimals and fractions 
● ELA Week One:  Read and answer questions citing text evidence. 
● Visual Art: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, realize 

and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 
● Social Studies Weeks 1-8: C3 Module: Does it Matter How Leaders are Chosen? 

 
● Math Week Two: decimals and fractions 
● ELA Week Two  Write a well organized paragraph citing text evidence. 

Visual Art: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, realize 
and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 
 

● Math Week Three: Area and Perimeter 
● ELA Week Three-  Use context clues to determine meaning. 

Visual Art: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, realize 
and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 
 

● Math Week Four: Fractions and Decimals 
● ELA Week Four- Read and answer questions citing text evidence. 

Visual Art: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, realize 
and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 
 

● Math Week Five: Points, Lines, Rays, and Angles 
● ELA Week Five:   Write a well organized paragraph citing text evidence. 

Visual Art: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, realize 
and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 
 

● Math Week Six: Measurement 
● ELA Week Six- Read and use text evidence to compare and contrast. 

Visual Art: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, realize 
and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 
 

● Math Week Seven: Measurement 
● ELA-  Write a well organized informational paragraph. 

 



 

Visual Art: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, realize 
and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 
 

● Math Week Eight: Line Plot 
ELA Week Eight-  Use context clues to determine meaning. 
 

 
 
Week One: (insert date) __________________________ 
 
Math 

● Directions 
1. Complete the Spiral Review  
2. Complete Task 1 and Task 2 
3. Complete the Self Assessment 
● Learning Outcomes: Use metric measurement and area models to represent tenths as fractions 

greater than 1 and decimal numbers. 
● Task1: Equivalent Decimals 

Task 2: Converting Decimals to Mixed Numbers 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? https://www.mathsisfun.com/  https://www.mathantics.com/  

Spiral Review: 

 

 
 

https://www.mathsisfun.com/
https://www.mathantics.com/


 

Task 1: 

 
 
 

 
Task 2: 



 

 
Self assessment: 

 

What did you learn? 

Provide evidence with an example. 

Explain what you did in writing. 

Level of Understanding 
❏ I understand this concept 
❏ Something I am having a hard time understanding is …(Explain what you are having a hard 

time with) 
 
 

 



 

 
 

ELA  
● Directions-  Read “Corn: From "The Girl Who Helped Thunder and Other Native American 

Folktales" retold by James Bruchac and Joseph Bruchac carefully.  Use text evidence to answer 
the questions. 

● Learning Outcomes-  I will answer questions, citing text evidence. 
● Task-  Read a passage.  Think about the questions.  Circle your answers. 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment)  If yes, check below.  

______  I finished my work. 
______  I read carefully. 
______  I thought carefully about my answers. 
______  I used text evidence to support my answers. 
 

Passage 1 
Corn: From "The Girl Who Helped Thunder and Other Native American Folktales" retold by James 
Bruchac and Joseph Bruchac 
 
Long ago, before corn came to the people, there was an orphan boy. He often went out to play by himself                     

in the fields near his village. While others hunted, he watched the birds and sometimes talked to them as                   

if they could understand him. People wondered why he behaved this way. 

“Why do you not go and hunt like the other boys?” they asked him. 

“I think that I may find something good to help our people,” was all that he said in reply. 

One day, as the boy sat alone in the field, a big crow came flying from across the water. It landed in front                       

of the boy and dropped a single seed at his feet. 

“Ah,” the boy said to the crow. “I think this is what I have been waiting for. Thank you for this gift.” 

The crow nodded its head and then took flight, disappearing back over the water. 

The orphan boy then prepared a little piece of ground. He cleared away the grass and loosened the soil to                    

plant his seed. Soon a green shoot poked out of the ground. 

The people of his village saw what he was doing. 

“Why are you wasting your time?” the people asked him. 

“This will be something good for our people,” was all that the boy said. 



 

That shoot grew taller until it was a large plant. No one had ever seen such a plant before. But as the                      

orphan boy sat each day, the rustling of the wind in the shoot’s leaves seemed to speak to him, telling him                     

what to do. So he made a hoe from a deer antler and loosened the earth around the plant. He carried                     

fresh water in a clay jug from a nearby stream to water the plant. 

The people laughed at him when he did all this, but the orphan boy paid no attention to them. He                    

continued caring for the plant, which he named Tanchi (Corn). 

Now golden tassels began to appear and fruit formed on the plant. Each fruit was shaped like a bundle                   

containing many seeds. The boy dried some of those seeds, and when they were planted, they grew up                  

into a great field of corn. When the people tasted the corn and realized how sweet it was, they no longer                     

laughed at the boy. 

Then the orphan told his people one other thing. “We must remember,” he said, “that the Tanchi was                  

brought to us by Crow. So we must share some of our harvest every year with the crows.” 

The people did as he said, leaving part of the corn in the field for the crows and other birds to share. From                       

then on, the Choctaw had corn and cared for it. The orphan boy who was different had, indeed, found                   

something good for his people. 

 

 

1A.     What is a main theme of the story? 

○ A.  The best gifts are usually surprises. 

○ B.  Sometimes it is useful to be different 

○ C.  People should care about animals. 

○ D.  It is important to try your best. 

1B.  Which sentence from the story best states the theme? 

○ A.  “While others hunted, he watched the birds and sometimes talked to them as if they 
could understand him.” (lines 2-3) 

○ B.  “ ‘Ah,’ the boy said to the crow. ‘I think this is what I have been waiting for. Thank you 
for this gift.’” (line 8) 



 

○ C.   “He continued caring for the plant, which he named Tanchi (Corn).” (lines 19-20) 

○ D.  “The orphan boy who was different had, indeed, found something good for his 
people.” (lines 28-29) 

2A. How did people in the village feel about the boy at the beginning of the story? 

○ A.   They did not trust him. 

○ B.   They thought what he was doing was unfair.  

○ C.  They did not understand what he was doing. 

○ D.  They were angry that he did not listen to them. 

2B. Which sentence from the story best supports your answer?  
                        A.. “He often went out to play by himself in the fields near his village.” (lines 1-2) 

○ B.  “People wondered why he behaved this way.” (line 3) 

○ C.  “One day, as the boy sat alone in the field, a big crow came flying from across the 
water.” (line 6) 

○ D.  “The people of his village saw what he was doing.” (line 12) 

 

3.The story suggests that the crow gave the seed to the boy because the boy... 

● A.  was sitting still while the others were working 

● B.  had a special relationship with birds 

● C.  would use the seed to give seeds back to the birds 

● D.  knew how to take care of plants 

4.Why did the Choctaw people leave some of the corn in the field each year? 

● A.  To keep the birds from taking all of the corn 

● B.  To give the boy enough to eat 

● C.  To thank the crow for giving them the first seed 



 

● D.  To have seeds to plant for the next year 

Circle TWO sentences from the list below that describe the boy in the story. 

● A.  He is angry at the people in his village. 

● B.  He is nervous about what will happen in the future. 

● C.  He enjoys spending time alone. 

● D.  He is sad that nobody wants to listen to him. 

● E.  He believes that following rules is important. 

● F.  He cares about helping others. 

 
 

Social Studies 
● Directions: For all 8 Weeks please complete the C3 project all directions and information are 

included.  Please keep in mind that this is a tool from New York.  New York has different state 
standards per grade so this is titled Third grade 

● This is the Link to the C3 4th grade Governement c3 or you may print the hard copy below. 
● This project should take 45-60 minutes per day 3 days a week 

Leadership and Government 

This inquiry is an exploration into governments around the world; it examines how the fundamental principles of governments 

vary in different world communities with diverse political systems. In uncovering the idea that the role of citizens varies in 

governments around the world, students develop an argument supported by evidence that answers the compelling question 

“Does it matter how leaders are chosen?” 

Compelling Question: 

http://www.c3teachers.org/inquiries/leadership-and-government/


 

Does it matter how leaders are chosen? 

Staging the Question: Discuss whether leaders are necessary. 
1 

Supporting Question 

Who is in charge of the government? 

Formative Task 

Create cards for each form of government and sort the cards into categories according to who holds the power. 

Sources 

Source A: “Who Rules?” 

Source B: “Democracy?” and “Democracy vs. Autocracy” 

Supporting Question 

How are leaders of governments chosen? 

Formative Task 

Complete a chart for three countries, naming the type of government, the head of state (name and title), and how the 
leader is chosen. 

Sources 

Source A: Government profiles: Descriptions of how leaders are chosen and images of heads of state of selected 
countries 

  

Supporting Question 



 

What can happen when leaders make decisions that people do not like? 

Formative Task 

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of different kinds of government leadership. 

Sources 

Source A: “Thailand’s Army Arrests Students for Using Salute from ‘Hunger Games’” 

Source B: “Thousands Protest in Hong Kong on Monday for Free Elections” 

Summative Performance Task 

Argument: Does it matter how leaders are chosen? Construct an argument (e.g., detailed outline, poster, essay) that 
addresses the compelling question using specific claims and relevant evidence from contemporary sources while 
acknowledging competing views. 

Taking Informed Action 

Understand: Accomplished through Performance Tasks 1 and 2 

Assess: Accomplished through Performance Task 3 



 

Act: Create a public service announcement about the role of voting to share with the rest of the school before the next 
school election. 

Fine Arts 
Visual Art 

● Directions: Using a pencil and or colored pencils, markers and/or Crayons, students will complete 
each assigned sketchbook page 

● Learning Outcomes: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, 
realize and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 

● Task: Follow directions on your sketchbook pages.  Make sure your work is neat, detailed and 
interesting. 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self-Assessment) Does my work have good craftsmanship 
(Is it completed neatly?)  Is my work interesting, does it have detail? Does my work complete the 
task required? 

● What if I need help? Ask a grown up. 
 



 

 
 
 
 
GENERAL MUSIC  
 



 

Write in the correct brass instrument name by these pictures.  
 

 
 
Choose from the following brass instrument names: french horn, trombone,  trumpet, tuba, 
sousaphone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

 
 

PE and Health 
● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 



 

 
  



 

Week Two: (insert date) __________________________ 
 
Math 

● Directions 
1. Complete the Spiral Review  
2. Complete Task 1 and Task 2 
3. Complete the Self Assessment 

● Learning Outcomes: Represent mixed numbers with units of tens, ones, and tenths with place 
value disks, on the number line, and in expanded form. 

● Task1: Decimals with place value disks 
Task 2: Decimals in various forms 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

Spiral Review: 

 

 
Tasks 1: 



 

 

 
Task 2: 



 

 
 
Self Assessment: 

 

What did you learn? 

Provide evidence with an example. 

Explain what you did in writing. 

Level of Understanding 
❏ I understand this concept 
❏ Something I am having a hard time understanding is …(Explain what you are having a hard 

time with) 
 
 

 
Science 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 



 

● What if I need help? 
ELA  

● Directions:  Reread the passage from week 1,  “Corn: From "The Girl Who Helped Thunder and 
Other Native American Folktales” 

● Learning Outcomes-  I will write a paragraph to answer a writing prompt, citing text evidence. 
● Task-  Read a passage.  Think about the questions.  Write your paragraph. 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment)  If yes, check below.  

______  I wrote a paragraph citing text evidence. 
______  I wrote a topic sentence. 
______  I wrote 3 detail sentences. 
______  I wrote a conclusion sentence. 
______  I used correct spelling,  grammar, and punctuation. 

● What if I need help?  Contact: 
●  

Reread the story Corn: From "The Girl Who Helped Thunder and Other Native American Folktales” 
Write a paragraph to answer the prompt. 
The story you have just read is from the point of view of the boy. How do you think the crow 
would tell the same story? 

Rewrite the story from the crow’s point of view. How did he know about the boy? Where did he get 
the seed? Why did he give the seed to a person? Why did he choose that particular person to give 
the seed to? How did he feel about what the boy did with the seed? 

Use your imagination to make up new events and characters, but the story should still be about a 
crow giving a seed to a boy to grow corn for his village. 

Your story should: 

• introduce the crow as the main character 

• include dialogue 

• clearly describe characters and events 

• have a logical sequence of events and an ending 

• use correct spelling, grammar, and punctuation 

Write your story from the crow's point of view on the lines below. 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________



 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

●  
Social Studies 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

Fine Arts 
Visual Art 

● Directions: Using a pencil and or colored pencils, markers and/or Crayons, students will complete 
each assigned sketchbook page 

● Learning Outcomes: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, 
realize and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 

● Task: Follow directions on your sketchbook pages.  Make sure your work is neat, detailed and 
interesting. 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self-Assessment) Does my work have good craftsmanship 
(Is it completed neatly?)  Is my work interesting, does it have detail? Does my work complete the 
task required? 

● What if I need help? Ask a grown up. 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
GENERAL MUSIC  
 



 

Write in the correct woodwind instrument name by these pictures.  
 

 
 
 
Choose from the following woodwind instrument names: oboe, bass clarinet, flute, basson, alto 
saxophone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PE and Health 

● Complete Week 2 of Activity Sheet 
 
  



 

Week Three: (insert date) __________________________ 
 
Math 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes: 4.MD.A Apply the area and perimeter formulas for rectangles in real world 

and mathematical problems. For example, find the width of a rectangular room given the area of 
the flooring and the length, by viewing the area formula as a multiplication equation with an 
unknown factor. 

● Task1: Calculate Area I 
Task 2: Calculate Perimeter II 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? Guided Notes  

Task 1 

 

https://www.abss.k12.nc.us/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?moduleinstanceid=45895&dataid=72712&FileName=4%20Area%20Lesson%20Plan%204%20Blocks%201%20and%203%20Only%20-%20Guided%20Notes%20Page%201.pdf


 

 
 

Task 2: 

 



 

 

 
Self Assessment: 

 

What did you learn? 

Provide evidence with an example. 

Explain what you did in writing. 

Level of Understanding 
❏ I understand this concept 
❏ Something I am having a hard time understanding is …(Explain what you are having a hard 

time with) 
 
 

 
Science 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

ELA  



 

● Directions: read each sentence and determine the meaning of the bolded word  Then, explain 
what clues in the sentence helped you determine the word meaning. 

● Learning Outcomes:  Determine the meaning of words using context. 
● Task-  Worksheet 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● __________ I read the sentences and used context to determine meaning. 
● __________ I circled the correct answer. 
● What if I need help?  Contact: 

 
 
 

Social Studies 
● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

Fine Arts 
Visual Art 

● Directions: Using a pencil and or colored pencils, markers and/or Crayons, students will complete 
each assigned sketchbook page 



 

● Learning Outcomes: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, 
realize and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 

● Task: Follow directions on your sketchbook pages.  Make sure your work is neat, detailed and 
interesting. 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self-Assessment) Does my work have good craftsmanship 
(Is it completed neatly?)  Is my work interesting, does it have detail? Does my work complete the 
task required? 

● What if I need help? Ask a grown up. 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
FINE ARTS  
GENERAL MUSIC  
 
Write in the correct string instrument name by these pictures.  
 
 
 
Choose from the following string instrument names: violin, viola, guitar, cello, bass, harp, banjo, 
ukulele  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PE and Health 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 



 



 

 
  



 

Week Four: (insert date) __________________________ 
 
Math 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes:  

4. NF.5 Express a fraction with denominator 10 as an equivalent fraction with denominator 100, 
and use this technique to add two fractions with respective denominators 10 and 100.  
4.NF.5 Write fractions and decimals for image models and money amounts. Solve word problems 
based on table data with fractions by converting them to decimals. 

● Task1: Decimals and Fractions-II 
● Task 2: Decimals and Fractions-III 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

Task 1: 

 



 

 
Task 2: 

 



 

 
 
Self Assessment: 
 

What did you learn? 

Provide evidence with an example. 

Explain what you did in writing. 

Level of Understanding 
❏ I understand this concept 
❏ Something I am having a hard time understanding is …(Explain what you are having a hard 

time with) 
 
 

 
Science 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

 
 
 
ELA  

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 



 

● What if I need help?Directions-  Read “Watching Whale Sharks” carefully.  Use text evidence to 
answer the questions. 

● Learning Outcomes-  I will answer questions, citing text evidence. 
● Task-  Read a passage.  Think about the questions.  Circle your answers. 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment)  If yes, check below.  

______  I finished my work. 
______  I read carefully. 
______  I thought carefully about my answers. 
______  I used text evidence to support my answers. 

● What if I need help?  Contact: 
 

Watching Whale Sharks  

by Heidi Poelman 

1Imagine that you are swimming in the ocean and come upon a shark as long as a school bus. Pretty                    
scary, right? 

2Well, if it were a whale shark, you would be in luck. The whale shark is the largest fish in the ocean, but                       
it isn’t aggressive. In fact, its 300 rows of teeth are too small to hurt humans. When a whale shark eats,                     
it doesn’t rip or tear. It drifts or swims with its mouth open wide, filtering some of the ocean’s smallest                    
creatures out of the water. 

3Scientists have learned a lot about whale sharks, but much of the animals’ lives is a mystery. 

  

Filling Up On Little Bits 

4The shark makes an entire meal out of tiny prey. To do it, the fish filters a lot of water. In a recent                       
study, scientists learned that in one hour a midsize whale shark can pass more than 157,895                
gallons—enough to fill 13 tanker trucks—through the filters in its throat and out its gills. In the process, it                   
eats about six pounds of plankton and small fish. . . 

5That’s some of what scientists know. They have to answer many more questions to help whale sharks                 
survive in the changing oceans. Where do the fish go when they disappear for weeks at a time? Why do                    
they dive so deep? . . 

  

How To Track a Shark 

6An electronic tracking tag allows scientists to trace a whale shark’s journey through the ocean.               
Scientists use a small pole spear to attach the tag to the shark’s dorsal fin. No one knows if the sharks                     
can feel the point of the spear. “Ninety-nine percent of the time, the shark shows no response,” says Dr.                   
Robert Hueter at Mote Marine Laboratory in Florida. He’s a leader of the research group. 

7Tracking tags contain devices that keep a record of where each shark travels, how deep it swims, and                  
any changes in water temperature. When the shark surfaces, the tag sends the information to a satellite                 
in orbit around Earth. The satellite transmits the information back to Earth. “We basically get e-mails of                 
the data,” says Dr. Hueter. “It gives a record of what the animal has been doing." 

  



 

Deep Divers 

8 Using a tracking tag, Dr. Hueter recorded a whale shark that dived to a depth of6,325 feet, or about                    
1.2 miles—the world record for whale sharks so far. 

9No one knows why the sharks dive so deep. The reason may be because sharks don’t have swim                  
bladders like most other fish. A swim bladder is a gas-filled sac that lets a fish rise, sink, or stay at one                      
depth. Without a swim bladder, sharks sink toward the ocean floor to rest. This tendency to sink adds to                   
the whale shark mystery. “If a whale shark dies in the ocean, it sinks,” explains Dr. Hueter. “So it’s very                    
difficult to learn what happened to it.” 

10No one knows where whale sharks breed or give birth. In 2007, Dr. Hueter tagged what he believes                  
was a pregnant whale shark. Over the next 150 days, the shark traveled nearly 5,000 miles from the                  
Yucatan Peninsula to a point about halfway between South America and Africa. Dr. Hueter thinks this                
may be one place where whale sharks go to give birth, but he’ll need more data to find out. 

11For now, scientists keep searching for answers. As Dr. Hueter puts it, “The more we learn about                 
whale sharks’ travels and their favorite hangouts, the better we can understand and conserve them.” 

  

Glossary : 

plankton: tiny living things that float and drift in the oceans and other bodies of water 

dorsal fin: a single fin on the back of a fish or whale 

 
Excerpt from “Watching Whale Sharks” by Heidi Poelman, from Highlights for Children. 
Copyright© 2015 Highlights for Children, Inc. Reprinted by permission of Highlights for 
Children, Inc. via Copyright Clearance Center. 

Read the questions below and circle the correct answer(s). 

1.  Read the phrase from paragraph 3. 
“much of the animals’ lives is a mystery.” 
Select two sentences from the passage that support the author’s statement. 

○ A  "Imagine that you are swimming in the ocean and come upon a shark as long as a 
school bus." (paragraph 1) 

○ B  "Tracking tags contain devices that keep a record of where each shark travels, how 
deep it swims, and any changes in the water temperature." (paragraph 7 ) 

○ C  "No one knows why the sharks dive so deep."(paragraph 9) 

○ D  "Over the next 150 days, the shark traveled nearly 5000 miles from the Yucatan 
Peninsula to a point about halfway between South America and South Africa." (paragraph 
10) 

○ E  " Dr. Heuter thinks this may be one place where whale sharks go to give birth, but he'll 
need more data to find out." (paragraph 10) 



 

 
 

2. How is information presented in the passage?  
 

A.   Whale shark research is presented from earliest to most recent.  

B.   Known facts about whale sharks are compared to what is unknown. 

C.  The differences between whale sharks and other whales are discussed. 

D.   Problems whale sharks face are related to ways scientists try to solve them.  

  

 3. What is the main idea of the passage?  

 

A.  Where whale sharks give birth is not known.  

B.  Scientists are looking for new ways to track whale sharks.  

C.  Where whale sharks feed makes them different from other sharks.  

D.  Scientists continue to study whale sharks to discover more about them.  

 

4.   Read the sentence from the passage. “The satellite transmits the information back to Earth.” 

(paragraph 7) Circle the phrase from paragraph 7that best explains the word transmits.  

7Tracking tags contain devices that keep a record of where each shark travels, how deep it swims, and                  
any changes in water temperature. When the shark surfaces, the tag sends the information to a satellite                 
in orbit around Earth. The satellite transmits the information back to Earth. “We basically get e-mails of                 
the data,” says Dr. Hueter. “It gives a record of what the animal has been doing." 

Which phrase best explains the definition of transmit? 

A.  “tags contain devises” 
B.  “keep a record” 
C.  “tag sends the information” 
D.  “What the animal has been doing” 

 

 

 

Social Studies 
● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

Fine Arts 
Visual Art 

● Directions: Using a pencil and or colored pencils, markers and/or Crayons, students will complete 
each assigned sketchbook page 



 

● Learning Outcomes: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, 
realize and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 

● Task: Follow directions on your sketchbook pages.  Make sure your work is neat, detailed and 
interesting. 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self-Assessment) Does my work have good craftsmanship 
(Is it completed neatly?)  Is my work interesting, does it have detail? Does my work complete the 
task required? 

● What if I need help? Ask a grown up. 

 
 
 

FINE ARTS  
GENERAL MUSIC  
 
Write in the correct percussion instrument name by these pictures.  
 
 
 
 
 
Choose from the following percussion instrument names: drum set, congas, bongos, tambourine, 
triangle, timpani, xylophone,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
PE and Health 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

 
 



 

 
Week Five: (insert date) __________________________ 
 
Math 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes: 4.MD.5 Recognize angles as geometric shapes that are formed wherever 

two rays share a common endpoint and understand concepts of angle measurement. 



 

a. Understand an angle is measured with reference to a circle with its center at the common 
endpoint of the rays, by considering the fraction of the circular arc between the points where the 
two rays intersect the circle. An angle that turns through 1/360 of a circle is called a “one-degree 
angle,” and can be used to measure angles. 
b. Understand an angle that turns through n one-degree angles is said to have an angle measure 
of n degrees. 

● Task 1: Points, Lines, and Angles I 
Task 2: Points, Lines, and Angles II 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

Task 1 

 

 



 

 
Task 2: 

 

 



 

 
Self Assessment: 
 

What did you learn? 

Provide evidence with an example. 

Explain what you did in writing. 

Level of Understanding 
❏ I understand this concept 
❏ Something I am having a hard time understanding is …(Explain what you are having a hard 

time with) 
 
 

 
Science 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

ELA  
● Directions-  Read “Global Groceries” below.  Read and answer the writing prompt. 
● Learning Outcomes-  Write a paragraph to answer a prompt, citing text evidence. 
● Task- Read a passage.  Write a paragraph to answer a prompt 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment)  If yes, check below.  

______  I wrote a paragraph citing text evidence. 
______  I wrote a topic sentence. 
______  I wrote 3 detail sentences. 



 

______  I wrote a conclusion sentence. 
______  I used correct spelling,  grammar, and punctuation. 

● What if I need help?: Contact:  
Read the passage “Global Groceries” below. 

 
                                   Source 1: Global Groceries 

 by Gretchen Noyes 

1.Peacefully piled together in supermarket displays, the fresh fruits and vegetables seem to have              
forgotten their recent travels. Just a few days ago, they were hurried off their faraway farms . . . . Packed                     
gently into boxes, they were loaded into icy-cold trucks that rushed them to airports. . . . Over oceans and                    
many borders, the papayas and peppers, pineapples and bananas were kept fresh in special refrigerated               
containers. . . . 

2.Smaller trucks patiently awaited their arrival to carry them on to supermarkets. At the store, papayas                
from Brazil . . . are carefully arranged beside Turkish apricots. . . .Coconuts from the Dominican Republic                  
and kiwi fruit from New Zealand now share space with California avocados, Washington apples, Maine               
blueberries, and Canadian tomatoes. . . . Only a few of the passing shoppers will notice their stickers . . .                     
from faraway farms all over the globe. 

3.We. . . discover vegetables and fruits that we have never seen before, right in our local supermarket.                  
Families . . . now eat from a “global garden.” 

 

 
Writing Prompt:  The food we eat today may be found in a local restaurant or grocery 
store, but it often comes from other places. Write an informative response that explains 
the many places and rich history behind the foods that we enjoy in the United States.  

● Use information from the passage to support your response. 
●  Manage your time carefully so that you can read the passages; plan your response; write 

your response; and revise and edit your response. 
●  Be sure to include an introduction; information from the passages as support; and a 

conclusion that is related to the information presented.  
 
____________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________ 

 



 

 
Social Studies 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

 
Fine Arts 
Visual Art 

● Directions: Using a pencil and or colored pencils, markers and/or Crayons, students will complete 
each assigned sketchbook page 

● Learning Outcomes: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, 
realize and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 

● Task: Follow directions on your sketchbook pages.  Make sure your work is neat, detailed and 
interesting. 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self-Assessment) Does my work have good craftsmanship 
(Is it completed neatly?)  Is my work interesting, does it have detail? Does my work complete the 
task required? 

● What if I need help? Ask a grown up. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

FINE ARTS  
GENERAL MUSIC  
 
Dynamic Vocabulary 
 
Please define the following music terms that express music dynamics (musical volume levels): 
 
Crescendo 
 
Decrescendo 
 
Piano 
 
Mezzo Piano 
 
Mezzo Forte  
 
Forte  
 
Fortissimo 
 
Classical listening assignment:  
Listen to Mozart Symphony 40 1st movement  
 
 
PE and Health 

● Complete Week 2 of Activity Sheet 
 
  



 

Week Six: (insert date) __________________________ 
 
Math 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 4.MD.5 Recognize angles as geometric shapes that are formed wherever 

two rays share a common endpoint and understand concepts of angle measurement. 
a. Understand an angle is measured with reference to a circle with its center at the common 
endpoint of the rays, by considering the fraction of the circular arc between the points where the 
two rays intersect the circle. An angle that turns through 1/360 of a circle is called a “one-degree 
angle,” and can be used to measure angles. 
b. Understand an angle that turns through n one-degree angles is said to have an angle measure 
of n degrees. 

● Task 1: Classifying Angles 
Task 2: Multiple Rays 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

Task 1:  

 



 

 
Task 2: 

 



 

 

 
Self Assessment: 
 

What did you learn? 

Provide evidence with an example. 

Explain what you did in writing. 

Level of Understanding 
❏ I understand this concept 
❏ Something I am having a hard time understanding is …(Explain what you are having a hard 

time with) 
 
 

 
Science 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 



 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ELA  

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● What if I need help?Directions-  Read “Butterflies and Moths” carefully.  Use text evidence to 

answer the questions. 
● Learning Outcomes-  I will answer questions, citing text evidence. 
● Task-  Read a passage.  Think about the questions.  Circle your answers. 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment)  If yes, check below.  

______  I finished my work. 
______  I read carefully. 
______  I thought carefully about my answers. 
______  I used text evidence to support my answers. 

● What if I need help?  Contact: 
Read the Passage below. 

Butterflies and Moths 

 

What is the difference between a butterfly and a moth? Of course, they are both insects that fly using                   
their colorful or highly designed wings. They both sip nectar from flowers using tubes. They both go                 
through 4 life stages including: egg, caterpillar, cocoon (chrysalis), and adult. Another similarity is that               
they are considered the only insects covered by scales. 

  

Although they are very similar, they do have many differences. The first is when they like to fly.                  
Butterflies love to fly during the day, while moths do most of their flying at night. Butterflies are often                   
found flying from one flower to another while moths tend to be attracted to light. A major difference is                   
also what they do with 

their wings while resting. While butterflies hold their wings together above their backs, like palms               
pressed together, moths spread their wings to their sides like hands laying side by side. 

 



 

 

 

Another major way to tell them apart is their antennae. A butterfly's antennae are plain, threadlike                
strands that end in little bulbs. A moth's antennae are feathery and do not end in bulbs. 

  

These two beautiful summertime insects have many similarities and differences. But one thing is for               
sure, they are both wonderful to watch, whether during the day or night. 

 

 

 

 

1.  

PARWhich text features are present within this text? 

○ A.   Appendix 



 

○ B.  Title 

○ C.  Diagram 

○ D.  Glossary 

PART A 

2.  Which phrase describes the structure of the text? 

● A.  Problem and Solution 

● B.  Cause and Effect 

● C.  Compare and Contrast 

● D.  Sequence (Chronological Order) 

● E.  Description 

 

3.   Identify the characteristics of butterflies and moths.  Put an X in the correct box 

                                                   Butterflies                  Both                   Moths 

Have straight wings    

Like nectar    

Attracted to light    

Covered by scales    

Antennae ending with bulbs    

 

 

 

 
 

Social Studies 
● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

Fine Arts 
Visual Art 



 

● Directions: Using a pencil and or colored pencils, markers and/or Crayons, students will complete 
each assigned sketchbook page 

● Learning Outcomes: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, 
realize and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 

● Task: Follow directions on your sketchbook pages.  Make sure your work is neat, detailed and 
interesting. 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self-Assessment) Does my work have good craftsmanship 
(Is it completed neatly?)  Is my work interesting, does it have detail? Does my work complete the 
task required? 

● What if I need help? Ask a grown up. 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

General Music 
Rhythm Exercises: 
Clap the following rhythms in this order: 
1, 2, 3 
2,3,1 
3,2,1 
 

 
 
Jazz Listening Assignment:  
Listen to Take the A Train by Duke Ellington  
 
 
PE and Health 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

 



 

 



 

  



 

Week Seven: (insert date) __________________________ 
 
Math 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes: 4.MD.B Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions 

of a unit (1/2, 1/4, 1/8). Solve problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions by using 
information presented in line plots 

● Task1 Choose the Appropriate Graph I 
Task 2 Collect and Organize Data I 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

Task 1: 

 



 

 
Task 2: 

 



 

 
 
Self Assessment: 
 

What did you learn? 

Provide evidence with an example. 

Explain what you did in writing. 

Level of Understanding 
❏ I understand this concept 
❏ Something I am having a hard time understanding is …(Explain what you are having a hard 

time with) 
 
 

 
Science 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 



 

ELA  
● Directions-  Write a paragraph that cites text  information that compares and contrasts the moth 

and butterfly. 
● Learning Outcomes- Write information piece comparing and contrasting. 
● Task-  Writing piece. 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● ______I cited text information to answer a writing prompt. 

______I wrote a topic sentence. 
______I wrote 3 detail sentences. 
______I wrote a concluding sentence. 
______I used correct grammar, spelling and punctuation. 

● What if I need help?  Contact: 
Reread the passage “Butterflies and Moths” from week 6. 
Answer the prompt citing text evidence from the passage. 
Many people do not recognize butterflies and moths.  Write an informational paragraph, 
describing how butterflies and moths are alike and different. 
____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________ 

Social Studies 
● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

Fine Arts 
Visual Art 

● Directions: Using a pencil and or colored pencils, markers and/or Crayons, students will complete 
each assigned sketchbook page 

● Learning Outcomes: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, 
realize and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 

● Task: Follow directions on your sketchbook pages.  Make sure your work is neat, detailed and 
interesting. 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self-Assessment) Does my work have good craftsmanship 
(Is it completed neatly?)  Is my work interesting, does it have detail? Does my work complete the 
task required? 



 

● What if I need help? Ask a grown up. 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 

General Music 
Rhythm Exercises: 
 
 
 
 
Classical Listening Assignment:  
Listen to Bolero by Maurice Ravel 
 
 
 
 
PE and Health 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

 



 

  



 

Week Eight: (insert date) __________________________ 
 
Math 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes: 4.GA.2 Classify two-dimensional figures based on the presence or absence 

of parallel or perpendicular lines, or the presence or absence of angles of a specified size. 
Recognize right triangles as a category, and identify right triangles. 

● Task 1: Polygons - II 
Task 2: Quadrilaterals - II 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

 
Spiral Review: 

 
 
Task 1: 

 



 

 

 
Task 2: 

 



 

 
 
Self Assessment:  
 

What did you learn? 

Provide evidence with an example. 

Explain what you did in writing. 

Level of Understanding 
❏ I understand this concept 
❏ Something I am having a hard time understanding is …(Explain what you are having a hard 

time with) 
 
 

 
Science 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

ELA  

● Directions: read each sentence and determine the meaning of the bolded word  Then, explain 
what clues in the sentence helped you determine the word meaning. 

● Learning Outcomes:  Determine the meaning of words using context. 
● Task-  Worksheet 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● __________ I read the sentences and used context to determine meaning. 
● __________ I circled the correct answer. 
● What if I need help?  Contact: 



 

 
Apply Meanings 
Use the context clues and circle the correct answer. 

 
Social Studies 

● Directions 
● Learning Outcomes 
● Task 
● How do I know if my work is good? (Self Assessment) 
● What if I need help? 

Fine Arts 
Visual Art 

● Directions: Using a pencil and or colored pencils, markers and/or Crayons, students will complete 
each assigned sketchbook page 

● Learning Outcomes: Students combine and apply artistic and reasoning skills to imagine, create, 
realize and refine artworks in conventional and innovative ways. 

● Task: Follow directions on your sketchbook pages.  Make sure your work is neat, detailed and 
interesting. 



 

● How do I know if my work is good? (Self-Assessment) Does my work have good craftsmanship 
(Is it completed neatly?)  Is my work interesting, does it have detail? Does my work complete the 
task required? 

● What if I need help? Ask a grown up. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
General Music 
Rhythm Exercises: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jazz Listening Assignment:  
Listen to C Jam Blues by Oscar Peterson  
 
 
 
 
PE and Health 

● Complete Week 2 of Activity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
String Family 
 
 
 



 

 


